Tool Belts Pro-Anchor (Velcro)

Tool Belts
Tool Belts Pro-Anchor (Velcro)

The Pro-Anchor (Velcro) fastening system provides maximum anchorage
flexibility and directional load security. The design allows the strap to be easily
repositioned, and combined with the unique unidirectional geometry provides
high shear performance. The Pro-Anchor (Velcro) allows fitting to harness
straps, tool belt, handrails or plant (Maximum 50mm diameter). The system
consists of three Velcro and webbing 50mm wide straps, which overlap each
other in opposing directions increasing the tensile strength of the fastening.
The Pro-Anchor (Velcro) is structurally rated to 10kgs (dynamically test to
20kgs) rated using a 2:1 safety factor. The wrapping style securing method
will accommodate captive (pre-terminated, i.e. where you cannot slide on a
loop) existing tool belt and harness straps, MEWP handrail or Scaffold
tube configurations.

FEATURES
The unique design makes this configuration one of the most versatile of all retro-fitting tether
fastening arrangements being suitable for harness straps, belts, scaffolding and MEWP/
Scissor lift handrails, plant etc
Advanced Velcro design features a triple over-lock system, which consists of three Velcro
and webbing straps, which overlap each other in opposing directions increasing the tensile
strength of the fastening, combined with the unique unidirectional geometry providing high
shear performance.
Overall maximum safe working load of 10kgs (Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for
more info). Rated using a 2:1 safety factor with either a single (10kgs) or double ‘D’ ring
configuration (5kgs each)
Manufactured from high quality 50mm wide industrial webbing, and structurally sewn for wear
reinforcement and strength
Individually serialised for clear easy inspection, full traceability and control
Issued with a ‘Declaration of Conformity’ product certificate and ‘Final Inspection’ sheet
Height: 9cm / Width: 5cm / Weight: 0.02kgs
Manufactured at our product factory in the UK
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Code

Style

Description

PROANCVELD

Single D Ring

(Plain) No Connectors

PROANCVELDK

Single D Ring

Supplied with Karabiner x1

PROANCVELDM

Single D Ring

Supplied with Mallion x1

PROANCVELDD

Double D Rings

(Plain) No Connectors

PROANCVELDDK

Double D Rings

Supplied with Karabiner x2

PROANCVELDDM

Double D Rings

Supplied with Mallion x2
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